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what do we know? It's a question the trio are forced to ask themselves as they honour the late Casper Mattheus by touring and releasing two brand new albums at the same time. Anti-Flag are releasing the new album "Rise Above" on the 19th June and Skinny Puppy are releasing their new album "Mutilate" on the
2nd July. "We would not be able to do this without Casper," explains Brendan Coyle, "He was the sole reason that we decided to collaborate, because he and I had a mutual respect for one another and I think that made all the difference. He was a friend, he was a bandmate, so working with him was really a blessing."

"I feel like him working with us on both of these projects is really important," says Coyle on Casper's contributions to the material. "We all feel like he was a part of the band, but he wasn't a part of Skinny Puppy, and that's not to slight his contributions, it's just to put it out there that there are two things that were
very important to him." "It seems strange to be trying to move forward without him, but it's what Casper would have done." "The whole process of releasing these albums was very difficult, not because of anything that Casper did, but because we've been out of the scene for so long, going from dropping the first 'The

Process of Elimination' on now being an official act of Skinny Puppy seems 648931e174
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